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I.

Background
Machine learning (ML) and data mining (DM) are expanding concepts discussing human-like2—and therefore
efficient data acquisition and procession—by computer systems, robots, and non-human actors labelling and deciding
based on some rational procedure of selection [1]–[3]. So, likewise other computational tools and algorithms, ML and
DM are tools that can be used in different fields from improving certain mathematical algorithms and models to applying
them on social information for medical purposes [4]–[6]. This proposal mainly concerns with the use of smart methods
for the cyber security (CS) [7], or generally security of inter-connected objects—such as internet of things (IoT) [8]. The
problems that are generally being resolved are called cyber intrusion detection (ID) problems using ID systems (IDSs)
[9].
In fact, all of the activities including unauthorized use, duplication, alteration, and damage of information systems—
both from internal of the organizations and external sources of attack—must be relieved by IDSs. But, IDSs can’t solve
any problem unless the problem is detected using cyber analytics (SA) such as: misuse or signature based, anomaly-based,
and hybrid. Indeed, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), together with EC or Fuzzy logic (FL), are employed for intrusion
detection but these networks may suffer from some deficiencies. A known deficiency is low speed of convergence because
of local minima compared with convex quadratic optimization [9].
As the author has worked on ANNs and specifically on their improvements [10]–[12], and has an enough insight
over Fuzzy systems [13] with both Sugeno and Mamdani input types, therefore, proposes the classifier ANNs with
improved convergence plus fast Fuzzy systems. Where the rules and relations of some attack scenarios are unknown, we
must use Fuzzy systems because they’re used to extract relations based on simple rule settings. However, this is done by
expertise of the designer every time, on the other hand, ANNs learn by themselves using a set of teaching patterns injected
to their inputs. These relations include parameters like protocol identifier (ID), source and destination ports, source
address, destination address, ICMP type and code, raw data and its length, post and get contents and more [9], [14].
It’s clear that use of EC/ANN and Fuzzy systems are not exactly the same. Fuzzy systems are better to be used when
the number of parameters are few, for example in transmission intrusion attacks with port, IP, protocol parameters. On
the other hand for advanced network misuses, and systematic keyword attacks, we must use ANNs as their mechanisms
on learning automatically differs them from Fuzzy systems lacking automatic learning. The direct EC application becomes
evident when the generated rules need to be evolved meaning the shape of attacks are being reformed, however the types
not, and we need to update rule databases without the help of a human operator.
The work on network security itself needs good insight on the communications protocols, but improving machine
learning methods is mainly a mathematical topic. It seems, with respect to literature, many attempts focus on direct use
of ANNs, EC, and Fuzzy systems, but almost all of them rely on developments of these means in the field of artificial
intelligence (AI) and they don’t try to propose independent tools. The nature of network security and its importance needs
independent observation and production of analysing tools even though based on AI.
II.
More Details
This part suggests the artificial tools plus a mathematical model for possible use aimed at cyber security in the event of
a salient attack.
1- ANN based method: An ANN is used to classify the network TCP connections, to stop insecure ones, by being
trained using learning pattern based on basic, content, and traffic features. These features are almost contained
in every data set to simulate attack scenario. The duration (D), protocol type (PT), flag (F), land (L), src_bytes
(SBs), dst_bytes (DBs), wrong_fragment (WF), and urgent (U) are basic features. In the new method the service
type is separated from basic features and therefore the datasets that train our ANN must be categorized by service
types including 1- http 2- ftp 3- telnet and others. It means to date, there were not much distinction between SA
for different service (S) types, but in the new method for every type an independent ANN is trained. The reason
behind can be cleared by an example: in a DOS (Denial of Service) attack on a remote computer with S=http,
src_bytes and dst_bytes surge and the number of connections also increase. In a distributed DOS (DDOS), the
number of connections with various IPs will rise even more. Now, for S=ftp, and for big values of D, many
systems use simultaneous connections (multi connections at the same time). In this case the D for every
connection is decreased corresponding to the decreased vales of SBs and DBs. Many ANNs may consider this
also as an attack based on high bandwidth consumption on the server. In the new method this is not considered
as an attack and users can access data unceasingly. The benefits are accurate threat detection but the dark side is
high run time and need for more processing powers [9].
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2- Mathematical method (MM): In [15], a new non-linear, algebraic method for system approximation was
presented. The method uses smoothing and mapping functions to model a system based on different algebraic
forms. When ANNs aren’t suitable, it’s possible to use these models instead. The benefits of a simple model is
its easy implementation and low cost and run time.
3- EC: Based on GA [16], using a collection of threat logs to study the patterns of threat activity, it’s possible to
establish associations between the network services a host is running and the kinds of threats to which it’s
vulnerable. Therefore the GA gives the probabilistic values measurable directly by observations to develop an
automatic CS strategy. As mentioned in [17], much of the design procedures for CS is based on human
knowledge with slow decision makings leading to less efficiency as network systems are spreading globally
and there’s an urgent need for new security assessments measures. The method uses weighted averages (WAs)
and ordered weighted averages (OWAs) with EAs. The benefit is less time to run compared to ANNs but still
more expensive, however accurate, compared to MM.

Table I. A brief comparison of techniques mentioned based on info from [1]–[3], [9], [18]–[26]
Adv.

12-

Disadv.

123-

ANNs
Accurate threat
detection based on DB
(with learning)
Automatic threat
detection
High run time
Local minima
High cost

12-

MM
Low run time
low cost

12-

12-

Threat detection based
on DB (no learning)
Edge resonation for
big DBs

123-

EC
Good threat detection
based on DB (with
learning)
Acceptable run time
Slow on big DBs
Inaccurate for nonsalient threats
Not fully automatic

12123-

FL (non-adaptive)
Low run time for few
input parameters but
many output patterns
Semi-automatic
threat relief
Slow on big DBs
(rule explosion)
Inaccurate for nonsalient threats
Slow for many inputs
and even few outputs

121-

FL (Adaptive)
Accurate threat
detection
Reasonable run
time
Threat detection
based on DB (slow
learning)—some
FL systems learn
based on ANNs

According to Table I, ANNs are good choices for high income companies preferring accurate threat detection as they can
offer expensive infrastructures, but for medium to low income companies, it’s better to use a combination of EC, MM,
and FL. However, here, we suggest not to use ANNs in combination with other means—except for specific services— as
the run time may suffer highly.
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